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ABSTRACT 
This paper describes a technique how persons can be localized in 3D space using 

several cameras. Various methods are used to person detection in pictures obtained from 
cameras. Position of person is then identified from positions of objects detected on different 
cameras with overlapping visual angles and mutual positions of these cameras. Proposed 
method is used as auxiliary technique for an identification of meeting participants. 

1 INTRODUCION 

Person localization can be useful in many cases. One of its possible applications is a 
securing of protected areas such as buildings. It is common that such areas are monitored by 
several cameras. Modern technology can help with processing of obtained data and can also 
save human work. For example motion detection can be used to operator warning that 
something is moving in watched areas. It is possible to use various known image processing 
algorithms for detection of moving objects and humans on cameras pictures [5][6]. These 
algorithms make possible to obtain position of detected objects in 2D space of recorded 
pictures. But knowledge about position in 3D space of given area can be sometimes useful. 
This paper describes one possible method for an evaluation of person location using pictures 
from several cameras. The main idea of the algorithm is that the desired object is detected on 
more than one camera with overlapping views and its localization is deduced from mutual 
positions of used cameras and detected positions. At the first the methods for object detection 
in pictures are described. Further the main idea of localization algorithm is sketched. Current 
application of the proposed algorithm in labeling of meeting participants is mentioned is at the 
end of the paper. 

2 DETECTION 

The first necessarily thing for person localization is detection of person’s 2D positions 
in pictures obtained from all cameras. It is possible to use various methods for this purpose. 
For example skin color detection can be used for detection of human’s parts with visible skin 
such as faces or hands. The specific color and probability models are used in this technique 
[2]. A little disadvantage of this method with regard to human detection for localization is that 



  

the human is detected only if his face or hands are directed to the camera. 

Other possible method uses a reference picture obtained from the camera when nobody 
occurs at its view. Humans can be detected so that current picture and the reference picture 
are subtracted. Following equation shows how can be computed value expressive difference 
of pixel in source image S and reference image R. Constants r, g, b  are weights of particular 
color component. 
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The threshold is applied to obtained values to distinction if some new object occurs in camera 
pictures. An advantage of this method is that whole human is detected not only parts with 
visible skin. So it is possible to detect person from an arbitrary angles. But obtaining of 
references pictures is limiting for this method so it can be use mainly for cameras with fixed 
view.   

Next method is based on differences computation between two or more following 
frames. Number of processed frames is given by constant N.  
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Fig. 1: Person detection



  

Threshold is also applied to resulting values. This technique enables to detect moving objects 
on camera pictures. But it can be sometimes insufficient because immovable humans can not 
be detected. Each of mentioned methods has some advantages and disadvantages so the best 
results can be achieved using combination of several possible methods. Experimental results 
obtained with described methods can be seen in the figure 1. Segmentation is applied to 
obtained pictures to separating persons from the rest of the visual image. 

3 LOCALIZATION 

If some objects are detected in camera picture their position in 3D space can not be still 
evaluated. But the set of possible localization can be eliminated to the positions at a ray 
outgoing from camera. Direction and begin of the ray is given by 2D position of detected 
object in camera picture. Used geometry is the same as a visualization algorithm Ray casting 
uses [3]. It is assumed in this algorithm that color of a pixel at given position in the picture is 
computed from color of the nearest object intersecting the ray emitted for this pixel. 
Properties of the rays can be computed according to preset parameters of camera as focal 
length, its position and direction. It is also possible to use calibration according to positions of 
known objects, which occurs in camera view. For example a screen can be seen in figure 1. Its 
position in camera picture can be detected and together with its known position in 3D space 
parameters for ray computation can be obtained. 

 Figure 2 shows a real situation in the meeting room where the head of one person was 
detected. Corresponding ray was emitted according to position of detected object to 
determination of person’s position. As was mentioned all positions on the ray are possible. 
Fortunately knowledge about meeting room setup can help with person localization, because 
possible positions can be eliminated only to areas, where the person can walk. But one camera 
is still not enough for more precise localization. The main idea of proposed solution is to use 
at least two cameras watching the destination area from different overlapping visual angles. If 
desired object is detected on several camera pictures corresponding rays can be computed. 
The resulting position in 3D space is theoretically given by intersection of the rays emitted 
from every camera. But minimal distances among the rays have to be found in fact. The 
minimal distance of two rays given by equations rqAp r

+=1  and tsBp r
+=2  is 
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Fig. 2: Localization with one camera 



  

The resulting position is then given by abscissa, which are joining the rays with minimal 
distances. Figure 3 shows principle of localization with two cameras. 

Limitation of this technique is that if watched person is not located in the area where the 
camera visual angles overlap, localization can not be evaluated. The solution of this problem 
is felicitous placement of cameras such way that whole monitored area is covered at least two 
cameras. Usage of knowledge about the watched spaced is also advantageous, because 
impossible positions can be directly excluded. 

4 APLICATION 

The proposed technique for person localization in 3D space together with other 
techniques is currently used for a labeling of meeting participants. Source meetings are 
recorder by three cameras with partly overlapping visual angles. The problem is to assign 
identification to every detected participant. The identification is not only assigned to whole 
person but heads and hands of meeting participants are detected and identified separately. 
This identification has to hold during whole meeting even if the participant walks through the 
meeting room. Preservation of person identification, when the person is walking from one 
camera to other camera, is especially problematic. Identification has to work also when more 
than one participant is walking through the room. The overlapping visual angles of the 
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Fig. 3: Localization with two cameras 
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cameras can help with this problem. Used meeting room setup can be seen in the figure 4. 
Areas with overlapping camera view angles and possible traces of participants are 
highlighted. As can be seen if somebody is walking from one camera view to other camera 
view always passes through the overlapped area. The principle of used technique is following. 
It is supposed that given participant is detected and identified on certain camera. The ray 
outgoing from this camera can be computed for detected position and so possible positions in 
3D space can be obtained. When the person is walking through the meeting room and new 
person is detected on other camera, new ray for this person is computed. This new ray defines 
possible positions of new detected person. If the minimal distance between the ray obtained 
from original camera and the ray representing new position on other camera is less than given 
threshold identification of this person can be assigned to the new detected person. But other 
techniques are also used for better results achievement [4]. Proposed methodology was 
experimentally verified and obtained results shown that it is usable. 

5 CONLUSION 

The method for person localization using several cameras was presented. As was shown 
described principles can be used besides localization also for preserving of meeting 
participant’s identification when the participant is walking from one camera view to other 
camera view. Big advantage of using described method for this purpose is its low 
computation requirements, because only simple geometry model has to be evaluated. It is also 
possible to use other methods for example face recognition, but their computation consume 
much more time. 
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